Let (R; m) be a 2-dimensional rational singularity with algebraically closed residue eld and for which the associated graded ring is an integrally closed domain. According to G ohner, (R; m) satises condition (N): given a prime divisor v, there exists a unique complete m-primary ideal A v in R with T (A v ) = fvg and such that any complete m-primary ideal with unique Rees valuation v, is a power of A v . We use the theory of degree functions developed by Rees and Sharp as well as some results about regular local rings, to investigate the degree coecients d(A v ; v). As an immediate corollary, we nd that for a simple complete m 1 -primary ideal I 1 in an immediate quadratic transform (R 1 ; m 1 ) of (R; m), the inverse transform of I 1 in R is projectively full.
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to study the degree coecients d(A v ; v) of one-bered ideals A v in a 2-dimensional rational singularity (R; m) with algebraically closed residue eld and for which the associated graded ring is an integrally closed domain. In [6, prop. 3.5] it was shown that, for every prime divisor v of a 2-dimensional regular local ring (R; m) with algebraically closed residue eld, there exists a unique complete m-primary ideal I of R such that T (I) = fvg and d(I ; v) = 1. It was also shown that this is no longer true if (R; m) is not regular [6, example 4.1] . In this paper we work in 2-dimensional rational singularities that can be desingularized by blowing up the unique maximal ideal. We will now give a brief overview of the denition and of some properties of a 2-dimensional rational singularity. Let (R; m) be a 2-dimensional analytically If one replaces the condition analytically normal in the previous denition by normal and analytically unramied, then (R; m) is called pseudo-rational [12] . For a 2-dimensional analytically normal local ring (R; m) with innite residue eld, the following are equivalent; (R; m) is a rational singularity.
For any m-primary ideal I of R one has H I (n) = P I (n) for all n ! 0. In a 2-dimensional rational singularity (R; m), the product of complete ideals is complete again. S.D. Cutkosky has shown in [4] that the converse also holds if (R; m) is a 2-dimensional analytically normal local domain with algebraically closed residue eld. A 2-dimensional rational singularity has minimal multiplicity, i.e. emb dimR = e(R) + 1:
According to G ohner [8, We will assume for the remainder of this section that (R; m) is a 2-dimensional rational singularity with algebraically closed residue eld R=m. We will also assume that the associated graded ring gr m R is an integrally closed domain. This implies that ord R is a valuation and that B`mR is a desingularization of R [8, 9] .
Here B`mR denotes the scheme P roj (¨n !0 m n ) obtained by blowing up m. Let I be a complete m-primary ideal of (R; m) and let R 1 ; : : : ; R n be the immediate base points of I . In [7, corollary 3.4] For a simple complete m 1 -primary ideal I 1 in an immediate quadratic transform (R 1 ; m 1 ) of (R; m) with T (I 1 ) = fvg, we nd that the inverse transform I of I 1 in R is a complete m-primary ideal of R with T (I) = fvg or T (I) = fv; ord R g and that d(I ; v) = 1. We also give an example. In section 4, we apply these results to provide a short proof for the fact that the inverse transform in R of a simple complete m 1 -primary ideal of an immediate quadratic transform (R 1 ; m 1 ), is projectively full. Then the following three statements are equivalent :
Finally, we briey recall the following notions: immediate quadratic transform R 1 of R, transform I 1 of an ideal I of R in R 1 , immediate base point R 1 of an ideal I of R. From now till the end of the introduction we shall assume that the local ring (R; m) is a 2-dimensional rational singularity with innite residue eld and for which the associated graded ring is an integrally closed domain. If The following result is known but we include a proof for clarity. H , it follows that R 1 is the only immediate base point of I . £
We are now ready to prove our main result. The following result is contained in the proof of theorem 3.3. We formulate it separately since it gives a converse of lemma 3.1. For a regular ideal I of R, let P(I ) denote the set of all integrally closed ideals that are projectively equivalent to I . Then P(I ) is called projectively full if there exists a projectively full ideal J that is projectively equivalent to I . Projectively equivalent ideals were introduced by Samuel in [13] . The theory of projectively equivalent ideals was further developed by McAdam, Ratli Jr. and Sally in [10] and by Ciuperca, Heinzer, Ratli Jr. and Rush in [1, 2] . Lipman proved that P(I ) is projectively full for each complete m-primary ideal I if (R; m) is a 2-dimensional normal local domain that has a rational singularity. A proof can be found in [3, section 6] . In [5, thm. 1] Debremaeker has shown that rst neighborhood complete ideals in 2-dimensional Muhly local domains (R; m) are projectively full, by giving an explicit description of these ideals. A rst neighborhood complete ideal in (R; m) is the inverse transform of the maximal ideal of an immediate quadratic transformation of (R; m). For a 2-dimensional Muhly local domain that is a rational singularity, we can generalize this result to the inverse transform of any simple complete ideal. Moreover, we are able to give a very short and simple proof using coll. 3.4.
Theorem 4.1. Let (R; m) be a 2-dimensional rational singularity with algebraically closed residue eld, and suppose that the associated graded ring gr m R is an integrally closed domain. Let (R 1 ; m 1 ) be an immediate quadratic transformation of (R; m) and let I 1 be a simple complete m 1 -primary ideal of (R 1 ; m 1 ) with unique Rees valuation v. Then the inverse transform I of I 1 in R is projectively full.
Proof. From coll. 3.4 it follows that T (I) = fvg or T (I) = fv; ord R g. In case T (I) = fvg, we have I = A v and A v is projectively full. So we can assume that T (I) = fv; ord R g. Let J be a complete m-primary ideal of R that is projectively equivalent to I . Then there exist positive integers m and n such that 
